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Abstract: Prudent use of the limited conservation resources rests on solid taxonomy data. This is a critical review of a taxonomy paper aimed at conservation but in itself not fully reliable (“Genetic evidence for premature taxonomic inflation in Middle Eastern tortoises”, Parham et al., 2006, Proc. Calif. Acad. Sci. 57: 955–964). Its authors consider that unjustified naming of species is detrimental to conservation. This reviewer considers the paper flawed in (a) selection and reportage of voucher specimens, partly erroneous or inaccurate; (b) methods; (c) scientific reasoning and conclusions; and (d) clarity of argumentation. Hence even if the results are supported by the more solid results of others, the paper in itself is considered not to be sufficiently reliable for systematics or conservation.
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INTRODUCTION

Scientists comprise architects and bricklayers but the bricklayers depend upon the solidity of available bricks. Conservation relies on biodiversity data, primarily identification of taxa and definition of distribution ranges (Meffe & Carroll 1997; Samper 2004; Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 2008). Here I analyze a taxonomic brick that seems insufficiently solid for the conservation effort for which it was manufactured, tortoise conservation in the Mediterranean basin, a global biodiversity hotspot for reptiles (Baha El Din et al. 2008). Even if some conclusions are externally supported, and indeed some are by Fritz et al. (2007), the paper in itself seems problematic. From its scientific reasoning down to punctuation this paper seems spattered with inaccuracy, while in science, as in court, inaccuracy of a witness degrades the evidence. I can give here only some examples.

The Spur-thighed Tortoise, Testudo graeca Linnaeus, 1758, is widespread across the ecologically heterogeneous Mediterranean basin and shows geographical variation. Local populations have been morphologically recognized as species or subspecies, amounting to 17 nominal subspecies (Fritz & Havaš 2007). The validity of some has been contested on molecular grounds (Fritz et al. 2007), rendering conservation priorities a matter of scientific philosophy. Conservation is necessary because many of these populations have been over-exploited, by amateurs (Pérez et al. 2004), the pet trade (Lambert 1979, 1981, 1984), and for food (Beshkov 1993).

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS

The paper reviewed (Parham et al. 2006a) aimed “to provide a genetic test for the newly recognized morphological based taxonomy in Middle Eastern T. graeca using a rapidly evolving molecular marker and specimens with well-documented locality data.” Using phylogenies the authors concluded a recommendation to avoid using some “new” taxon names, including Testudo floweri Bodenheimer, 1935, despite admitting that taxa dropped might be revalidated by additional research.

The methodology of calculating phylogenies suffers the weakness that results depend on outgroups commonly chosen by less objective considerations. Parham et al. (2006a) overcame this by deriving outgroups from earlier results (Parham et al. 2006b). But the outgroups for that project had been chosen by those non-objective considerations. Moreover, one outgroup, Testudo kleinmanni, was based on a seemingly dubious voucher (see below).

The introduction is confusing, defining “taxonomic inflation” as the promotion of many subspecies to species but accusing it of introducing unfamiliar names. How so, if most were familiar subspecies names?

The authors seem to care for conservation but the paper’s contribution remains...
unclear unless one reads the cited literature. In the Introduction's second paragraph the group is assigned conservation concern but this is not linked with the paper's aim. The Abstract does say that “an accurate understanding of major evolutionary lineages in this taxon is important for guiding conservation strategies” but this is not supported in the text. The Conclusions suggest that reducing taxonomic changes and unjustified taxa benefits conservation through improving the credibility of taxonomy. But the paper contains no foundation for this conclusion and it remains enigmatic what the benefits for conservation should be if a monotypic *Testudo graeca* were recognized, ranging from North Africa to Central Asia.

I agree with Parham et al.'s (2006a) attitude, that congruence of molecular and morphological distinction would support the taxa distinguished. But I do not agree that incongruent molecular and morphological variation, or overall low sequence divergence, must necessarily discredit any morphologically-distinguishable taxa compared, as done by them. Parham et al. (2006a) used “rapidly-evolving” portions of the mitochondrial DNA. This evolution is independent of selective pressures. Rates of DNA and phenotype evolution are separate (Bromham et al. 2002; Davies & Savolainen 2006). One cannot disregard a potential scenario that two populations, recently physically separated, diverge under different selective pressures, leading to visible speciation that has traced the monotonously evolving mtDNA. Such speciation could be expressed in untested parts of the genome. Another scenario for mtDNA comparing failing to distinguish species derives from hybridization (Smith et al. 2008).

These potential scenarios reflect a truisms. The lack of evidence from one character-group (here, partial DNA evidence) cannot automatically overrule evidence from another character-group (here, morphology). It is not easy to derive “does not exist” from “not observed”. Specifically, DNA notwithstanding (Parham et al. 2006a; Fritz et al. 2007), I find it hard to lump the tortoises of the Golan plateau and of the adjacent Galilee, Israel, the former being larger, darker and more corrugated than the latter (Sivan & Werner 1992). Could these differences reflect environmental effects on embryogenesis (Fox 1948; Werner 1961; Deeming 2004; Qualls & Shine 1998)? The data available for chelonians (Du & Ji 2003; Deeming 2004) fail to explain these morphological differences.

Under Materials, one outgroup, *Testudo kleinmanni*, is based on a single specimen of unknown origin. Its number, “MVZ 230361” (also in Parham et al. 2006b), actually belongs to a salamander in the MVZ's catalogue. Although listed in the material, this species is missing from the appendix of Parham et al. (2006a) that provides specimen details.

The selection of ingroup material seems unfortunate, particularly regarding the question whether the name *T.g. floweri* is justified. Incidentally, as subspecies (Hoffien 1967; Werner 1988) it is not involved in taxonomic inflation. The map (fig. 1) lacks geographical degrees and scale bar but the distance between the sampled type localities of *T. floweri* in the south and *T. antakakensis* and *T. terrestris* in the north approximates 600 km. Although in this area such a South-North gap implies a dramatic ecological jump (Yom-Tov & Tchernov 1988), this interval was not sampled. Had *T. floweri* differed from these northern samples, it would have been tantalizing not to know the affiliation of the intervening populations.

The quantitative sampling of localities, usually N=1 per site, is surprising. If a character varies between two related taxa, it is likely to have varied within the common ancestral population. Indeed, characters that are stable and distinguish between some species, may vary within another species. Working with morphological characters, nobody would compare species without heeding intraspecific variation. In this respect it would have been sounder to adopt the strategies of Attum et al. (2007), Fritz et al. (2007) and Široký & Fritz (2007) in DNA-verification of *Testudo* taxonomy.

The restriction of the sample of the questioned *T. floweri* to N=1 is particularly problematic. Its collection locality in the MVZ web-posted catalogue, “near Neve Deqalim, Southern Gaza Strip” is inaccurate. The locality was “Probably near Neve Deqalim, etc.”. The specimen, and another likewise deposited in MVZ but not utilized, were among tens collected by children and maintained by Mr. Eli Moses, Neve Deqalim, the “proxy collector”. Mr. Moses, with the mediation of Dr. Ran Lapid, gave the specimens to me for sending to Parham and coauthor Papenfuss. I transmitted Mr. Moses's explanation that generally the tortoises originated from the vicinity but some may have been brought from elsewhere. Papenfuss considered this good enough. It would have been, had the results shown a difference. But for a negative result, the second, wasted, individual should have been sequenced. The probability that both were extralimital could be considered negligible.

Entering Parham, who only received the turtles from me, into the MVZ catalogue as collector, ignores the collector's roles as witness for the collection data and as source for details.

Moreover, the work with *T. floweri* has a worse flaw. Parham et al. (2006a) considered the type locality to be the Gaza Strip. But Bodenheimer (1935) had described the taxon from the “Negev” and his book contains a map that specifically excludes the Gaza strip from the Negev.

The Methods (Parham et al. 2006 a,b) ignore a point that most journals now require: how were the animals treated, and how were they killed? Space precludes reporting on faults at the copy-editing level.

Conclusion

In summary the paper is at all levels not sufficiently accurate to be considered a reliable brick that could in itself contribute to turtle taxonomy and conservation.
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